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Abstract
Consider the mean distance of Brownian motion on Riemannian manifolds. We obtain the 2rst
three terms of the asymptotic expansion of the mean distance by means of stochastic di4erential
equation for Brownian motion on Riemannian manifold. This method proves to be much simpler
for further expansion than the methods developed by Liao and Zheng (Ann. Probab. 23(1)
(1995) 173). Our expansion gives the same characterizations as the mean exit time from a small
geodesic ball with regard to Euclidean space and the rank 1 symmetric spaces. c© 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let (M; g) be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and (Xt; Pm) be a Brownian
motion on M starting at m∈M . Let 	t = d(Xt; m) be the radial part of a Brownian
motion on M where d is the distance induced by the Riemannian metric. Let T be the
2rst exit time from a geodesic ball of radius  for the Brownian motion on M . Then
Liao and Zheng (1995) show that
E(	2t∧T) = nt − 16(m)t2 + o(t2) as t ↓ 0;
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where (m) is the scalar curvature at m∈M and o(t2) may depend on . Also they
prove that under some global bounded conditions,
E(	2t ) = nt − 16(m)t2 + o(t2) as t ↓ 0
which does not depend on . Let  be the Laplace–Beltrami operator on M , that is,
If = gij∇i∇jf;
where ∇i denotes the covariant derivative ∇@=@xi with respect to the Levi–Civita
connection. Liao and Zheng (1995) obtain the expansion of the mean distance using
the following interesting geometric relationship;
2	2(m) =− 43(m):
For the calculation of the coeJcients of higher order of this expansion, we need to
compute p	2(m), for p¿ 3. But even in case of p=3, the computation will become
laborious work if we follow the approach of Liao and Zheng (1995).
In this paper we develop a method to compute the coeJcients of order t3 in the
power series expansion of E(	2t ). Our method for asymptotic expansion of E[	
2(Xt; m)]
turns out much simpler than the methods developed by Liao and Zheng (1995).
Before stating our main result, we introduce the several curvatures. We 2x a normal
coordinate system (x1; : : : ; xn) about the point m. Let gij, gij and ijk be the Rieman-
nian metric, the inverse and Christo4el symbol, respectively. Rijkl is the components
of the curvature tensor and ij is the components of the Ricci curvature, that is,
ij =
∑n
k=1 Rkikj. Also =
∑n
i=1 ii is the scalar curvature.
By de2nition a scalar valued curvature invariant is a polynomial in the components of
the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives which does not depend on the choice
of basis of the tangent space TmM . Such a scalar valued invariant is said to have order
k if it involves kth derivatives of the metric tensor. Let I(k; n) be a space of invariants
of order 2k for Riemannian manifolds of dimension n. We have dim I(1; n) = 1 for
n¿ 2 and dim I(2; n) = 4 for n¿ 4. Let ‖R‖= (∑(Rijkl)2)1=2 and ‖‖= (∑ 2ij)1=2 be
the lengths of the curvature tensor and the Ricci curvature, respectively. Then {} is a
basis for I(1; n) and {2; ‖‖2; ‖R‖2;I} is a basis for I(2; n). For further information
see Gray and Vanhecke (1979). Under some global boundedness conditions given in
Liao and Zheng (1995), our main result is
E[	2(Xt; m)] = nt− 16 (m)t2 + 190 (−6I(m)− ‖R(m)‖2
+‖(m)‖2)t3 + o(t3) as t ↓ 0: (1.1)
This expansion gives the same characterizations on Euclidean space and the rank 1
symmetric spaces as the mean exit time from a small geodesic ball used in Gray and
Pinsky (1983). In this paper we will use the summation convention, that is, we will
omit the summation sign over repeated indices. Also we omit the argument m∈M if
there is no room for confusion.
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2. Preliminaries
We consider the stochastic di4erential equation (SDE) for Brownian motion on
Riemannian manifold. Let x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) be the normal coordinate system about
the point m which is identi2ed with 0=(0; : : : ; 0). Then Brownian motion is the solution
of the following SDE (see Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981):
dX it = ik(Xt) dB
k
t + a
i(Xt) dt; X0 = 0; (2.1)
where ij(x) is symmetric and such that
ik(x)kj(x) = gij(x) (2.2)
and ai(x) =−(1=2)gjk(x)ijk(x).
Then the Riemannian distance is d2(m; Xt)=〈exp−1m Xt; exp−1m Xt〉= xi(Xt)xi(Xt), where
expm :TmM → M
is an exponential map.
We need the Taylor expansions of the geometric tensors gij with respect to the
normal coordinate for computing the power series expansion of the mean distance of
a Brownian particle. The following Lemma is proved by Gray (1973).
Lemma 2.1. For small x; we have the expansion:
gij(x) = !ij − 13 Raibjxaxb − 16 ∇aRbicjxaxbxc
+ 1120
(−6∇2abRcidj + 163 RaibpRcjdp) xaxbxcxd +O(‖x‖5):
Using Lemma 2.1 we obtain the following expansion for gij of the inverse matrix
(gij).
Lemma 2.2. For small x we have expansion:
gij(x) = !ij + 13 Raibjx
axb + 16 ∇aRbicjxaxbxc
+ 160 (3∇2abRcidj + 4RaibpRcjdp)xaxbxcxd +O(‖x‖5): (2.3)
The following two Lemmas are well known or can be found in Gray and Vanhecke
(1979), and also in Sakai (1971). The notation Rij denotes the derivative of the tensor
algebra determined by the curvature tensor.
Lemma 2.3. We have
Rabcd + Racdb + Radbc = 0 (Bianchi’s first identity); (2.4)
∇aRbcdp +∇bRcadp +∇cRabdp = 0 (Bianchi’s second identity);
∇2ab −∇2ba =−Rab (Ricci’s identity); (2.5)
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∇aRabcd =∇cbd −∇dbc; (2.6)
∇aab = 12 ∇b: (2.7)
By the 2rst Bianchi’s identity, we have the following results.
Lemma 2.4.
RabcdRacbe = 12 RabcdRabce;
RabcdRacbd = 12 ‖R‖2: (2.8)
Now we consider the expansions of ai(x) and ij(x).
Lemma 2.5. For small x we have the expansion:
ai(x) =− 13aixa + 124 (∇iab − 6∇abi)xaxb + 1360 (−36∇2cbai + 9∇2ciab
− 14alRbicl + 5RajblRjicl − 11RajblRcjil)xaxbxc +O(‖x‖4):
ij(x) = !ij + 16Raibjx
axb + 112∇aRbicjxaxbxc +O(‖x‖4): (2.9)
Proof. First we consider the Christo4el symbols of the 2rst [jk; s] which has the
following expression:
[jk; s] = 12 (@kgjs + @jgks − @sgjk):
Using ijk = g
is[jk; s]; we have
ijk(x) =− 13 (Rajki + Rakji)xa
− 112{∇kRajbi +∇jRakbi −∇iRajbk + 2(∇bRajki +∇bRakji)}xaxb
− 1360{18(∇2cbRajki +∇2cbRakji) + 9(−∇2ciRajbk −∇2icRajbk +∇2cjRakbi
+∇2jcRakbi +∇2ckRajbi +∇2kcRajbi)− 24(RajblRkicl + RakblRjicl)
+32(RbiclRajkl + RbiclRakjl)}xaxbxc +O(‖x‖4): (2.10)
From (2.3) and (2.10); it follows that
ai(x) =− 12 gjk(x)ijk(x)
=− 13aixa + 124 (2∇jRajbi −∇iab − 4∇bai)xaxb
+ 1720{−36∇2cbai − 9∇2ciab − 9∇2icab + 18∇2cjRajbi + 18∇2jcRajbi
− 8RajblRjicl − 64alRbicl + 40RajblRcjli}xaxbxc +O(‖x‖4):
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By Ricci’s identity (2.5);
(∇2ic −∇2ci)ab = lbRlaci + alRlbci;
(∇2jc −∇2cj)Rajbi = RljbiRlacj + clRalbi + RajliRlbcj + RajblRlicj: (2.11)
From (2.4); (2.6) and (2.11); we obtain the expansion of ai(x). For ij(x); it follows
from (2.2) and (2.3) that the result follows.
Using Ito’s formula, we can calculate the following expectations.




















!a1b1s if k = 1; l= 1;
(!a1b1!b2b3 + !a1b2!b1b3 + !a1b3!b1b2 )s
2 if k = 1; l= 3;
1
2 !a1a2!a3b1s
2 if k = 3; l= 1;
o(s2) if k + l= 2n for n¿ 3;






















2 if k = 1; l= 1;
o(s2) if k + l= 2n for n¿ 2;
0 if k + l= 2n+ 1 for n= 1; 2; : : : ;
(2.12)
where (Bait ) and (B
bj
t ) are the standard Brownian motion starting 0, and
!ab =
{
1 for a= b;
0 for a = b:
3. The main theorem







ai(Xs) ds for i = 1; : : : ; n; (3.1)
where






12∇aRbicjX as X bs X cs +O(‖Xs‖4)
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and
ai(Xs) =− 13 iaX as + 124 (∇iab − 6∇abi)X as X bs + 1360 (−36∇2cbai + 9∇2ciab
− 14alRbicl + 5RajblRjicl − 11RajblRcjil)X as X bs X cs +O(‖Xs‖4):
We denote by T the 2rst exit time of Xt from the -ball in R
n, that is,









































:= 2I1(t) + 2I2(t) + I3(t); say: (3.3)
























:= I11(t) + I12(t) + R1(t); say; (3.4)










We introduce the following notations:
P(i; ab):= 124 (∇iab − 6∇abi);
Q(i; abc):= 1360 (−36∇2cbai + 9∇2ciab − 14alRbicl + 5RajblRjicl − 11RajblRcjil):
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By substituting RHS of (3.1) into X as in I111(t), we get






















:= I1111(t) + I1112(t); say: (3.5)
Again using the expansion of ij(x), we write I1111(t) as


























:= I11111(t) + I11112(t) + R1111(t); say;





















s ]− E[I[s¿T]BisBas ]: (3.6)
From Liao and Zheng (1995), there is a constant !¿ 0 such that when  and s are
small enough,
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By Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,



























t2 + o(t3): (3.8)
We can write



































:= I 111112(t) + I
2
11112(t); say:









































which is o(t3) for 2xed . Here we used the martingale moment inequality
E[|MT |2m]6CmE[(〈M 〉T )m] for m¿ 1;
where M is a continuous martingale and T is any stopping time. From Ito’s formula,



































u∧T ] du ds
:= I 1111112(t) + I
12
11112(t); say:
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By a similar estimate as for I 211112(t), we have that |I 1211112(t)|6 o(t3) as t ↓ 0. Substi-































































































E[u ∧ T] du ds
]
+ R11111112(t); (3.9)








O(‖Xv‖2) dv du ds
]
:
By using the SDE (3.1) and the Taylor developments of ij(x) and ai(x), we can show
that for any t ∈ [0; t0] and m¿ 1,
E‖Xt∧T‖m6K;mtm=2; (3.10)
where K;m is a positive constant. The above inequality will be frequently used to
estimate the remainder terms. The validity of (3.10) will be given in the appendix.
Then the fact that R11111112(t)= o(t
3) is an immediate consequence of (3.10). From Liao
and Zheng (1995), it follows that∫ s
0
E[u ∧ T] du= 12 s
2 + o(s2) as s ↓ 0: (3.11)
Combining with (3.9) we can obtain
I 11111112(t) =− 1108‖‖2t3 + o(t3):
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Using the expansion of bl(x) and ac(x), we have



























:= I 112111112(t) + I
1122
11112(t); say:


























From (3.10) and (3.12), it follows that I 112111112(t) = o(t
3). By a similar estimate as
for I 112111112(t), we also have that I
1122
11112(t) = o(t
3). Consequently, I 11211112(t) = o(t
3). Also
from the exactly same arguments as we used to estimate I 11211112(t), it is immediate that
I 11311112(t) = o(t
3) and I 11411112(t) = o(t
3). Thus we have
I11112(t) =− 1108‖‖2t3 + o(t3): (3.13)
So from (3.8) and (3.13), we obtain
I1111(t) =− 16 t2 − 1108 ‖‖2t3 + o(t3) (3.14)
because we can see that R1111(t) = o(t3) from Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (3.10).




































:= I11121(t) + I11122(t) + I11123(t); say:
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Using the exactly same method as we used to estimate I11112(t), we have that



















By substituting RHS of (3.1) into X bu∧T in I
11






























:= I 11111121(t) + I
112
11121(t); say:
From the expansion of ab(x), Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (3.10), it immediately
follows that I 11211121(t)=o(t














‖‖2t3 + o(t3) + R11111121(t); say;































From Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (3.10), it is immediate that I11122(t) = o(t3).
Obviously, I11123(t) = o(t3). So
I1112(t) = 154 ‖‖2t3 + o(t3):
Combining this with (3.14), we obtain
I111(t) =− 16 t2 + 1108 ‖‖2t3 + o(t3): (3.15)
By substituting RHS of (3.1) into X as and X
b
s in I112(t),

























































Using the expansion of ij(x), we write




































:= I11211(t) + I11212(t) + I11213(t) + R1121(t); say;



































Then the 2rst term in (3.16) vanishes. By the exactly same arguments as we used
to estimate I11111(t), the second term in (3.16) is o(t3) for 2xed . From Cauchy–
Schwarz inequality and (3.10), we can show that I11212(t)= o(t3), I11213(t)= o(t3) and
R1121(t) = o(t3). Thus we have I1121(t) = o(t3). The studies of |I112i(t)|6 o(t3) for
i=2; 3; 4, may use Ito’s formula: As an example, we consider the estimate of I1122(t).
By Ito’s formula and a similar estimate as for I11121(t),


















ab(Xv) dvai(Xu) du ds
]
+ o(t3)
:= I11221(t) + I11222(t) + o(t3):
First, we substitute !al + O(‖Xv‖2) and Bbu + O(‖Xu‖2) into al(Xv) and ab(Xu) in
I11221(t), respectively. As comparing terms, appearing after substitution, with the terms
in I1121(t), we easily get |I11221(t)|6 o(t3). Also similarly, we have |I11222(t)|6 o(t3).
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Therefore we get
I112(t) = o(t3): (3.17)
Now we consider to estimate I113(t). By substituting RHS of (3.1) into X as , X
b
s and
X cs in I113(t), we see that I113(t):=
∑8






















































































































































= 13(!ia!bc + !ib!ac + !ic!ab)Q(i; abc)t
3 + o(t3): (3.19)
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By (2.7) in Lemma 2.3 and (2.8) in Lemma 2.4,
I11311(t) = 1540 (−27I(m)− 8‖‖2 − 12‖R‖2)t3 + o(t3):










which is obviously o(t3) by (3.10). Similarly, we have that I11313(t) = o(t3) and
R1131(t)=o(t3). The fact that all terms I113i(t) for i=2; : : : ; 8 are o(t3) is an immediate
consequence from the expansion of ij(x) and ai(x), Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and
(3.10). Thus we have
I113(t) = 1540 (−27I(m)− 8‖‖2 − 12‖R‖2)t3 + o(t3): (3.20)
From Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (3.10), it follows that R11(t) is o(t3). Hence
combining (3.15), (3.17) and (3.20), we obtain
I11(t) =− 16 t2 + 1540 (−27I(m)− 3‖‖2 − 12‖R‖2)t3 + o(t3): (3.21)
Now we compute the second term I12(t) in (3.4). Using the expansion of ai(x), we
have


























By substituting RHS of (3.1) into X cs in I121(t),
































:= I1211(t) + I1212(t); say:
From the expansion of ck(x), it follows that

























:= I12111(t) + I12112(t); say: (3.22)
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By the exactly same method as we used to estimate I11112(t), we have
I12111(t) =− 1108 ‖‖2t3 + o(t3):
It is obvious that |I12112(t)|6 o(t3). So
I1211(t) =− 1108 ‖‖2t3 + o(t3):
As for I1212(t), by the expansion of ai(x),












Hence by Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (3.10), we can show that I1212(t) = o(t3).
Also by Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (3.10), we have R12(t) = o(t3). So
I12(t) =− 1108‖‖2t3 + o(t3): (3.23)
From the expansion of ai(x), the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (3.10), we have
R1(t)=o(t3). Now combining this with the above results (3.21) and (3.23), we obtain
I1(t) =− 16t2 + 1540 (−27I(m)− 8‖‖2 − 12‖R‖2)t3 + o(t3): (3.24)












































:= I21(t) + I22(t) + I23(t) + R2(t); say; (3.25)
























By substituting RHS of (3.1) into X au and X
b
s∧T in I211(t) , we can write I211(t) as
I211(t) = I2111(t) + I2112(t) + I2113(t) + I2114(t);







































































be carried over to estimate I2112(t), I2113(t) and I2114(t), we can obtain I211i(t) = o(t3);
i = 2; 3; 4. As for I2111(t), by Ito’s formula and a similar estimate as for I11112(t), we














bl(Xv) dBlv du ds
]
:

























‖‖2t3 + o(t3) + R21111(t);








O(‖Xv‖2) dv du ds
]
which is o(t3) by (3.10). In the case of I22(t), by substituting RHS of (3.1) into X au ,
X bs and X
c
s in I22(t), we may express I22(t) as the sums of the eight terms. Let us
denote by I221(t) a term having the lowest order with respect to t among the eight
terms. Then
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Using the expression ij(x) = !ij +O(‖x‖2),
























































I221i(t) + R221(t); say;
where
































































By a similar estimate as for I11111(t) and Lemma 2.6,


























= 0 + o(t3) as t ↓ 0:
From Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (3.10), it follows at once that I221i(t) = o(t3);
i = 2; 3; 4 and R221(t) = o(t3). Hence I22(t) = o(t3). Similarly as for I22(t), we have
I23(t) = o(t3) and R2(t) = o(t3). So
I2(t) = 154 ‖‖2t3 + o(t3): (3.26)
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Finally we calculate the last term I3(t) in (3.3). From the expansion of gii(x),


































:= I31(t) + I32(t) + I33(t) + I34(t) + R3(t); say;






which is o(t3) by (3.10). Since E[t ∧ T] = t + o(t3), as t ↓ 0, we have that













By substituting RHS of (3.1) into X as∧T and X
b
s∧T in I32(t) and then using the





































:= 2I321(t) + 2I322(t) + I323(t) + o(t3); say:
By (3.10) and the expansions of ij(x) and ai(x), we have























O(‖Xv‖2) dBjvX cu du ds
]
+ o(t3)
:= I3211(t) + I3212(t) + I3213(t) + o(t3); say:
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By substituting RHS of (3.1) into X cu in I3211(t) and then using the expansion of ck(x)
and ac(x), we can write I3211(t) as



























O(‖Xv‖) dv du ds
]
:= I32111(t) + I32112(t) + I32113(t); say:



























By Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (3.10), it follows at once that I3211i(t) = o(t3) and
I321i(t) = o(t3); i = 2; 3, respectively. Thus, we have that
I321(t) =− 154 ‖‖2t3 + o(t3): (3.28)











O(‖Xv‖) dvO(‖Xu‖) du ds
]
= o(t3): (3.29)






















:= I3231(t) + I3232(t) + R323(t); say;








which is obviously o(t3) by (3.10). From (3.11), it follows that as t ↓ 0,
I3231(t) = 16t
2 + o(t3): (3.30)
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‖‖2t3 + o(t3): (3.31)
From (3.28), (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31), it follows that
I32(t) = 16 t
2 − 154 ‖‖2t3 + o(t3): (3.32)
By a similar method as we used to estimate I112(t), we can show that I33(t) is o(t3).





















(!da!bc + !db!ac + !dc!ab)t3 + o(t3)
= 1180 (6I+ 6‖R‖2 + 4‖‖2)t3 + o(t3): (3.33)
Combining (3.27), (3.32) and (3.33), we obtain
I3(t) = nt + 16t
2 + 1270 (9I+ 9‖R‖2 + ‖‖2)t3 + o(t3): (3.34)
Finally, combining (3.24), (3.26) and (3.34), we have
E[(X it∧T)
2] = nt − 16 t2 + 190 (−6I− ‖R‖2 + ‖‖2)t3 + o(t3):
Under some global boundedness conditions given by Liao and Zheng (1995), it follows,
using the same arguments as in Liao and Zheng (1995), that
E[‖Xt‖2] = E[‖Xt∧T‖2] + o(t3) as t ↓ 0
which proved the main result (1.1).
Gray and Pinsky (1983) obtain the asymptotic expansion of the mean exit time E[T]















2 + ‖R‖2 − ‖‖2
)
6 + o(8) (3.35)
and give some characterizations of Euclidean space and rank 1 symmetric spaces in
many special cases. One of which states: Let M be a Riemannian manifold with prop-
erty that for all m∈M the mean exit time E[T] is the same as that of Rat space.
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Suppose that M satis2es any of the following hypotheses:
(i) dimM6 5,
(ii) M is Einstein, or more generally M has nonnegative or nonnegative Ricci curva-
ture,
(iii) M is conformally Rat and dimM =6.
We may use the mean distance E[(X it∧T)
2] for characterizations of Euclidean space
and rank 1 symmetric spaces considered in Gray and Pinsky (1983). Only the quantity
‖R‖2−‖‖2 among coeJcients of 6 and  of the coeJcients of 4 play main role for
characterization of Euclidean space and rank 1 symmetric spaces. Hence for character-
ization of these spaces our expansion is equivalent to the expansion of the mean exit
time.
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for some constants K1 and K2. This yields by Gronwall’s inequality that for any
t ∈ [0; t0];
‖Xt∧T‖Lm6K
√
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for some constants K and K;m. Since ‖Xt‖mLm = E(‖Xt‖m); we get
E(‖Xt∧T‖m)6K;mtm=2:
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